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Vinayak 
Male, 25/**/****, 21:**:40, I*****, Van***, Canada 

 

Your Lagna/ Rising Sign 

 

In Vedic Astrology, the first house in the birth chart is known as Lagna 

or Rising Sign. It denotes the basic characteristic of the native. The 

ascendant describes one’s personality traits and features, along with 

the physical attributes and beauty. Born in the Aries Lagna, you have 

an air of adventure and mystery around you. You like challenges, 

even if they sometimes sound dangerous to your ears. Your fiery 

streak keeps you alive and makes you the belle of the ball wherever 

you go.  

You have a strong personality which makes you opinionated. This 

comes off as a strong character trait in front of your family but does 

not discourage you from expressing them openly.  

 

Your Horoscope and Career 
The key to having a good career is maintaining integrity. You love to 

be in limelight and the career that suits you best will be something on 



those lines. Your strong will to achieve heights in life will keep you 

motivated throughout your journey. You are determined, 

hardworking and loyal to your work. Your aesthetic boasts about 

confidence and strong willpower. Your ambitious attitude will help 

you achieve a lot more than you anticipated in life.  

You are a great friend to all those who are in dire need of support. 

But when it comes to vengeance, you will no stone unturned. Your 

thought process will wither move eyebrows or mountains, but will not 

let you sit back and look at like an audience member.  

   

Your 10th lord of profession Mars is placed in the 6th house and is 

debilitated (adverse) in the horoscope. By virtue of the improved 

position of Mars in D-9 chart, the adverse effects have been 

minimized to an extent. But on the other hand, the Mercury-Ketu 

conjunction with Mars in the 6th house of service indicates that your 

life shall not be free from enemies who will give you a hard time 

when the situation is already way too challenging for you. 

    You shall rise in life through constant hard work and sensible 

planning. Your ability to cut through the competition and 

manipulate people around you would provide you with an upper 

edge over everyone else. 

 

Favourable time to plan a Job Shift 

As per the current planetary alignments, the time isn’t in your favour. 

You might feel disturbed at work due to the forces of the malefic 

planets working hard right now. This will continue for almost 3 months 

as per your birth chart, but there’s still hope.  

To plan a successful job shift you need to be at a secure social 

standing. The time at the moment predicts sudden financial losses 

due to you being an emotional mess. Keep tabs on your stress and 

do not overexert yourself. Take some matters off your hands to get 

better access to a new job. The best time to plan a job shift would 

be between July- September. In this duration, you will have ample 



resources at your disposal and would work diligently to get the job of 

your dreams. As per the Transit Analysis, the period after September 

would keep you in high spirits with a tinge of boastful attitude. You 

will strive forward in your arena, but this again would not be the time 

when you decide for a job change. Another period where you can 

consider changing your job would be in the mid of November to 

early December.   

 

 

Positive And Negative Outlook with respect to your 

Kundli 

 

With Saturn aspecting 10th house of Profession and own sign of 

retrograde Jupiter, you shall always remain dissatisfied with your 

growth. Despite the constant success at the work front, you will have 

a hard time coping up with all of it. You might take all the success to 

your head which could prove to be a problem.  

You love money and the advantages it brings with itself, but you 

tend to take the acquisition of money as a challenge and this often 

leads to deviate from set targets. If you can restrain yourself from this 

success shall be surely on your way. 

 

 

Career Obstacles & Problems 

You cannot be a slave to anybody. Because of this quality, you will 

not take up a job which involves subordination in its true meaning. 

You cannot be a 'yes master' even to your boss. 

 Self-respect and dignity are foremost for you. Any adverse 

comment on this jolts you down to tackle the things. You are a 

person who has risen in life from bottoms. There is no sheer luck for 

you. You will rise gradually with age. Stability in the professional 

sphere shall be there by 42nd year of age. At that time you can 



expect a one-way ticket to your own wonderland. You have always 

been the one who likes taking leadership, but when things fall down 

you tend to mope about it. Instead of this, you could’ve gone for a 

similar approach but with more charm, one where you take 

responsibility and find a solution. Your obstacles will be close to the 

sphere of you not looking out for answers.  

 

 

Remedies 

• Offer water to rising Sun daily. 

• Observe fasts on Thursdays. 

• Recite Laxmi Chalisa daily. 

• Donate Sweets to poor on Tuesdays and Saturdays. 

 

Blessings 

Vinay Garg 

______________________________________________ 

Disclaimer 

The calculations and conclusions reached in this report are strictly based on the reading 

of your natal chart by the expert astrologer based on the birth details provided by you. 

The above report is not to be used as legal proof. The actual report may vary a bit from 

the sample report based on the query stated by you.   

 

 

 

 


